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NEW QUESTION: 1
To what does logon abuse refer?
A. Nonbusiness or personal use of the Internet
B. Breaking into a network primarily from an external source
C. Intrusions via dial-up or asynchronous external network
connections
D. Legitimate users accessing networked services that would

normally be restricted to them
Answer: D
Explanation:
The correct answer is "Legitimate users accessing networked
services that would normally be restricted to them". Logon
abuse entails an otherwise proper user attempting to access
areas of the network that are deemed offlimits. Answer
"Breaking into a network primarily from an external source" is
called network intrusion, and d refers to backdoor remote
access.

NEW QUESTION: 2
You need to ensure that the developers can manage their own
virtual machines.
Solution: You perform the following actions:
* In Virtual Machine Manager, you create a new user role named
DevUsers that uses the Application Administrator profile.
* You grant Checkpoint permissions to the DevUsers role.
* You distribute the Self-Service Portal URL to the developers.
Does this meet the goal?
A. Yes
B. No
Answer: B

NEW QUESTION: 3
An enterprise developer has received ejb-jars from multiple
Bean Provides and wants to combine them into a single ejb-jar
as well as altering the method permissions on some of the beans
without recompiling any of the code contained in the ejb-jar.
Which is correct?
A. This problem cannot be solved using an EJB 3.x-compliant
approach.
B. Deployed is the most appropriate role to perform this task.
C. Application Assembler is the most appropriate role to
perform this task.
D. Either a Deployer or System Administrator role many perform
this task.
E. Bean Provide is the only role that can perform this task.
Answer: C
Explanation:
Explanation/Reference:
Application Assembler
The Application Assembler combines enterprise beans into larger
deployable application units. The input to the Application
Assembler is one or more ejb-jar files produced by the Bean
Provider(s). The Application Assembler outputs one or more
ejb-jar files that contain the enterprise beans along with
their application assembly instructions.
Note:

* EJB Structure
The EJB Java ARchive (JAR) file is the standard format for
assembling enterprise beans. This file contains the bean
classes (home, remote, local, and implementation), all the
utility classes, and the deployment descriptors (ejb-jar.xml
and sun-ejb-jar.xml).
* The Application Assembler can also combine enterprise beans
with other types of application components when composing an
application.
Reference: Match the seven EJB roles with the corresponding
description of the role's responsibilities.
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